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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

The task of tuning parameters for optimizing performance or other
metrics of interest such as energy, variability, etc. can be resource
and time consuming. Presence of a large parameter space makes a
comprehensive exploration infeasible. In this paper, we propose a
novel bootstrap scheme, called GEIST, for parameter space exploration to find performance-optimizing configurations quickly. Our
scheme represents the parameter space as a graph whose connectivity guides information propagation from known configurations.
Guided by the predictions of a semi-supervised learning method
over the parameter graph, GEIST is able to adaptively sample and
find desirable configurations using limited results from experiments.
We show the effectiveness of GEIST for selecting application input
options, compiler flags, and runtime/system settings for several
parallel codes including LULESH, Kripke, Hypre, and OpenAtom.

autotuning, sampling, performance, semi-supervised learning
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CCS CONCEPTS
• General and reference → Performance; • Theory of computation → Semi-supervised learning; • Computing methodologies → Search with partial observations;
∗ J.J.

INTRODUCTION

As the complexity of High-Performance Computing (HPC) and
big-data systems, software stacks, and applications continue to rise,
achieving high performance has become difficult. Most components
of these ecosystems are increasingly becoming more configurable,
and to maximize performance, correctly configuring these components has become essential. To illustrate this concern, Figure 1
shows the distribution of runtime for Kripke [21], a transport code,
with different configurations. Here, performance varies by 1000x
depending on the choice of application parameter values for a constant input problem.
The number of tunable parameters that a user can configure
has increased linearly, and as a result, the overall parameter space
has grown exponentially. In addition, optimizing for performance
metrics other than execution time, such as energy consumption,
has become increasingly essential1 . Exhaustively evaluating parameter combinations for these different dependent variables is
intractable, and hence automatic exploration of parameter space,
called autotuning, is desirable.
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1 Throughout

this paper, we use “performance” as a generic term to refer to the metric
being optimized, such as execution time, energy, and variability.
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Variability in Kripke runtime due to input parameters

• We show that GEIST uses only up to 400 samples for effectively
exploring parameter spaces with up to 25,000 configurations.
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RELATED WORK

Active Harmony is one of the earliest projects aimed at automatic
tuning of HPC applications [8, 9]. Since then, a variety of modelingbased methods have been developed for fine-tuning system parameters [11, 29, 31]. At the compiler level, researchers have designed
machine learning-based techniques for automatic tuning of the iterative compilation process [25] and tuning of compiler-generated
code [24, 28]. Furthermore, several tuning approaches have been
developed for application parameter spaces [2, 3]. In general, these
approaches target a specific type or subset of parameters, and are
often restricted to a component or domain in the HPC or big-data
workflow. In contrast, the proposed work does not rely on any
domain-specific knowledge, and can take into account the combined influence of different types of parameters.
There also exists a class of autotuners that are designed for multiobjective optimization, examples include RSGDE3 [16], Periscope
Tuning Framework [14], and ANGEL [6]. These approaches support only specific types of parameters and certain distributions of
the target variable, and operate towards an absolute user-informed
objective on the target variable. On the contrary, our approach is designed for handling different types of parameters and distributions,
and does not need any form of user-input.
Another important class of methods in this research direction attempt to reduce the resources/time spent in autotuning, through the
use of machine learning techniques. Rafiki [22] combines neural
networks and genetic algorithms to optimize NoSQL configurations for Cassandra and ScyllaDB. RFHOC [4] uses a random-forest
approach to search the Hadoop configuration space. Jamshidi et
al. [19] and Roy et al. [26] proposed the use of transfer learning
for predicting performance on a target architecture using data collected from another architecture. On the other hand, Grebhahn et
al. [15] and Marathe et al. [23] utilized transfer learning to select
high-performing combination at a target configuration using domain knowledge extracted from other low-cost configurations. In
contrast, our approach relies solely on samples collected for the
target problem, and minimizing the number of samples collected
is a core objective. Further, our approach avoids the need to build
models that perform well for the entire configuration space, and
thus needs fewer samples.
The proposed work is most similar to prior efforts that apply
statistical machine learning techniques to bootstrap the configuration sampling process [10, 13]. Ganapathi et al. [13] proposed a
Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA)- based approach to
derive the relationship of parameters with performance and energy.
Duplyakin et al. [10] present a Gaussian Process Regression-based
method to minimize search space for building regression-based
methods in HPC performance analysis. In the paper, we will present
a detailed comparison of our approach with these approaches, and
show that the proposed approach outperforms these approaches.
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Figure 1: Sub-optimal choice of configuration can result in
up to 1000× slowdown for a constant input problem.

Autotuning requires quantifying the effects that different parameters will have on performance. However, making this determination a priori is usually infeasible, as it would require constructing
complex models for a variety available parameters and system environments. Therefore, autotuning frameworks typically employ
empirical approaches by collecting performance samples and adjusting a model to fit them. However, collecting a large number of
performance samples can be prohibitively expensive as individual
runs may take minutes to hours to complete. Autotuning therefore requires methods to automatically reduce the search space
of possible configurations to avoid expensive training while retaining enough information to determine performance-optimizing
configurations.
Traditional methods for autotuning are typically built upon
heuristics that derive from experience [9, 14]. Many of these methods often need to be reworked as new parameters become available.
Further, several existing approaches utilize simple prediction techniques such as linear regression, and hence require a reasonably
large number of samples for better decision making. Recent work
has shown promise in the use of sophisticated statistical learning
techniques to build accurate and generalizable models, thus reducing the overheads of autotuning [23, 26]. In particular, adaptive
sampling, a technique in which sample collection is performed
incrementally, has produced encouraging results [10].
In this paper, we develop a new approach to minimize the number of samples being collected in order to identify high-performing
configurations, while minimizing the time spent in exploring suboptimal configurations. Our approach, named Good Enough Iterative
Sampling for Tuning (GEIST), uses semi-supervised learning to effectively guide the search of high-performing configurations, while
being robust to the choice of the initial sample set.
Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We introduce GEIST, a novel semi-supervised learning-based
adaptive sampling scheme for parameter space exploration.
• We show that GEIST finds performance optimizing configurations for different types of parameters including application
input options, compiler flags, and runtime/system settings.
• We show that GEIST outperforms expert configuration selection
and known sampling approaches based on random selection,
Gaussian Process [10], and Canonical Correlation Analysis [13].

3

BOOTSTRAPPING WITH GEIST

The main aim of the proposed work is to identify the best performing configurations for a given application and parameter options.
2
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Although well defined, the space formed by all possible parameters
is impractically large in many cases, as a result of which an exhaustive search is infeasible. This section outlines the proposed strategy
for smart sampling, which seeks to identify the configurations that
result in optimal performance, while observing only a fraction of
the entire parameter space.

3.1

we assume access to the exhaustive set of samples (only configurations, not their performance) in the space that need to be classified,
prior to building the model. Given the input set of parameters and
their potential values for each application or use case, the exhaustive set of parameter configurations can be easily constructed, thus
enabling the use of transductive learning.
Conversely, transductive learning is better suited for the given
problem because a broad class of semi-supervised learning methods, which often represent high-dimensional data concisely using
neighborhood graphs, fall into this category. The edges in the graph
encode the necessary information to perform crucial tasks such
as information propagation and data interpolation. Thus, these
methods can take advantage of the conventional autotuning wisdom that a high-performing configuration is typically near other
high-performing configurations in the parameter space.
Let G = (V , E) denote a undirected graph, where V is the exhaustive set of parameter space configurations (|V | = N nodes), and E
is the set of edges, indicating similarity between nodes. In our conN
text, the exhaustive set of parameter configurations S = {xi }i=1
is used to construct the neighborhood graph G, where each node
is connected to its k nearest neighbors determined based on the
Manhattan distance (ℓ1 norm).

Performance Tuning as Adaptive Sampling

Exploring high-dimensional parameter spaces is ubiquitous in different application domains in HPC. One popularly adopted approach for this is to select a subset of samples from the parameter space with the goal of achieving an optimization objective.
In our context, a sample corresponds to a specific configuration
of system/application-level parameters, while sample collection
amounts to actually running the application with a chosen configuration. Most often, the optimization objective is to identify
high-performing configurations, if not the best.
The size and complexity of the parameter space can vary significantly across different use cases, thus making it challenging to
design a sequential sampling scheme that performs consistently
well across use cases. On one extreme, with no prior knowledge
about the space, the best one can do is to randomly draw a configuration from the parameter space. On the other extreme, an expert
user can make an informed choice based on experience. While the
former approach is prone to large variability in the achievable performance, the latter can be limited by the lack of a comprehensive
understanding of the interactions between different parameters.
Consequently, in practice, an iterative approach is utilized to
progressively obtain samples from regions of high-performance in
the parameter space, as determined by a predictive model. Commonly referred to as adaptive sampling or active learning [27], this
approach employs a surrogate model to emulate the process of
running the experiment and measuring the performance of a configuration by directly predicting the performance metric. However,
such a surrogate model can be plagued by large bias and variance
characteristics, arising due to the large range of the metric values,
and the lack of a sufficient number of training samples, respectively.
Hence, resampling distributions inferred based on the resulting
models can be highly misleading.

3.2

3.3

Reformulating Performance Prediction

As discussed in Section 3.1, using the performance metric as a response variable can lead to models with high bias and variance.
Hence, we resort to transforming the continuous performance
metric into a categorical variable (optimal/non-optimal) and employ semi-supervised label propagation to predict the labels at all
configurations in S. Given a relatively small, initial sample set
N0
S0 = {xi }i=1
generated using uniform random sampling, we perform the experiments and build the dataset comprised of the tuples
N0
{(xi , yi )}i=1
of size N 0 , where yi denotes the performance metric
(e.g. run time or energy) for each case. Without loss of generality, we always define our performance metric in such a way that
its value needs to be minimized. Following this, we transform the
performance metric for each sample into a categorical label:
(
optimal,
if yi ≤ ∆ℓ ,
L(xi ) =
(1)
non-optimal, otherwise,

Modeling Parameter Spaces using Graphs

where ∆ℓ denotes the threshold on the performance metric to qualify an experimental run as “optimal”. The choice of the hyperparameter ∆ℓ will be discussed in Section 4.3.1.

In order to address the crucial challenge posed by bias and variance characteristics, we develop a novel bootstrapping approach,
called Good Enough Iterative Sampling for Tuning (GEIST), for fast
tuning of parameters to achieve optimal performance. In GEIST,
1) we represent parameter spaces using undirected graphs, 2) transform the performance metric prediction task into a categorical label
prediction task, 3) utilize a state-of-the-art semi-supervised learning technique for label propagation, and 4) perform an iterative
sampling pipeline that effectively explores the regions of highperforming parameter configurations. In the rest of this section, we
describe this proposed approach.
In contrast to conventional supervised learning approaches, the
problem of finding high performing configurations more naturally
fits a transductive learning framework [20]. In transductive learning,

3.4

Semi-Supervised Label Propagation

We now describe how the performance labels are propagated using
the parameter space graph and training sample set. The problem of
propagating labels to nodes in a graph has been well-studied in the
machine learning literature under the context of semi-supervised
learning [5]. Formally, given a partially labeled graph G, label propagation is aimed at estimating the label probability pik that a node
i is associated with label k. Based on these estimated probabilities, a classification function C(xi ) = arg maxk pik can then be
used to predict the label for that node. In this paper, we utilize
Confidence Aware Modulated Label Propagation (CAMLP) [30],
3
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Figure 2: (left) GEIST: Steps for finding high-performing configurations through iterative sampling; (right) Demonstration
of the semi-supervised label propagation algorithm used in GEIST. In this example, the large-sized orange and blue nodes
correspond to the labeled training samples for optimal and non-optimal configurations respectively. For the rest of the nodes,
we used the CAMLP algorithm to propagate the labels, thus predicting the optimality of different configurations in the space.
a state-of-the-art semi-supervised learning algorithm, to perform
label propagation.
Broadly speaking, label propagation predicts the labels at unlabeled nodes recursively based on labels of their neighbors. During
this process, the predictions are progressively improved until they
converge to a stable state. Though a wide variety of strategies exist for propagation, CAMLP achieves improved performance by
taking into account both the prior belief at a node and the information propagated from its neighbors during the prediction process.
Formally, the label probability at node i for class k is expressed as:

the parameter space that indicates that every orange node has an
equally likely chance of being a high-performing configuration,
while blue nodes have no evidence of being high-performing. We
utilize this labeling scheme to design an iterative algorithm for
progressively sampling expected high-performing configurations
from S, while avoiding the selection of other configurations.

3.5

GEIST Algorithm

An overview of the proposed iterative scheme that utilizes the techniques described in this section so far is shown in Figure 2 (left)
and Algorithm 1. Starting with a uniformly random selection of
training samples from the parameter space as the bootstrap set,
GEIST uses semi-supervised label propagation to identify potentially optimal candidates from the unseen set. For a random subset
of those potentially optimal candidates, experimental results are
obtained and the subset is added to the bootstrap set. Next, the steps
of semi-supervised label propagation, random subset selection from
the potentially optimal candidates, experimental results collection
for the subset, and expansion of the bootstrap set using the subset
are performed iteratively.
The number of iterations for which GEIST is run can either be
determined by the number of experiments that can be executed
based on resource availability, or can be based on the configurations
obtained in every iteration. For example, if the minimum runtime
of configurations obtained so far does not improve in consecutive
iterations, the process can be terminated.
Overall, the iterative process of GEIST is trying to explore neighborhoods of high-performing configurations in order to find more
high-performing configurations. As such, unlike conventional convex optimization strategies, GEIST does not rely on a single gradient direction to identify the global minimum. Instead, the semisupervised learning strategy of GEIST can be interpreted as a collection of multiple locally meaningful models, which ends up sampling
both local and global minima alike. Intuitively, by progressively
sampling in this way, GEIST can better resolve different neighborhoods in the parameter space, and potentially even identify the
globally optimal configuration, sopt .

Õ
1 ©
ª
Wi j p jk ® .
(2)
bik + β
Zi
j ∈N(i)
«
¬
Here, bik denotes the prior belief on associating node i with label k,
N (i) refers to the set of neighbors of the node i, p jk indicates how
strongly a neighboring node j believes that node i has the label k,
and Wi j is the edge strength between nodes i and j from the adjacency matrix of G. The term β (≥ 0) is referred to as the influence
strength parameter, and Z i is a normalization constant to ensure
that pik sums to 1 for each node i. If a node has a large number of
labeled neighbors, it receives a large amount of information from
them, thus ignoring the prior belief entirely. In contrast, if a node
has only a few labeled neighbors, the prior belief dominates the
estimate in Eq. (2).
In summary, CAMLP starts with arbitrary values for pik and
converges to the final predictions by iteratively computing


P t = Z −1 B + βW P t −1 ,
(3)
pik =

where t and t − 1 correspond to the current and previous iterations
of the label propagation respectively. Note that this is the matrix
form of the expression in Eq. (2). Figure 2 (right) demonstrates
the working of both the graph construction and label propagation
steps. The larger sized nodes indicate the configurations for which
we have already collected the data, and the node color indicates
its optimality (orange denotes optimal). Using the graph structure,
the CAMLP algorithm recursively propagates the information and
predicts the label at every other unlabeled node in the space (smaller
sized nodes). This process has effectively created a distribution in
4
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4.1

Algorithm 1 GEIST Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

3.6

Inputs:
Parameter space S, initial sample size N 0 , threshold ∆ℓ , number
of iterations T , number of samples added in each iteration N + .
procedure
Initialize bootstrap set B = {}.
Initialize unseen test set U = S.
Generate a uniform random sample S0 of size N 0 from S.
Ð
Update B = B S0 .
Construct neighborhood graph G for S.
loop for T iterations:
Run experiments for samples in B and build {(xi , yi )}i ∈B .
Update U = U\B.
Compute categorical label L(xi ), ∀i ∈ B using Eq. 1.
Predict the labels for all configurations in U using CAMLP.
Randomly select N + optimal cases from U to build S+ .
Ð
Update B = B S+ .

OpenAtom. OpenAtom [18] is a scalable Charm++-based [1] parallel simulation software for studying atomic, molecular, and condensed phase material systems based on quantum chemical principles. Similar to other Charm++ applications, OpenAtom allows
end users to over-decompose the physical domain and the associated work/data units. In order to achieve high performance, it is
critical to choose the right level of over-decomposition for different
work/data units, and is the subject of our autotuning experiments.
LULESH and compiler flags. LULESH is a shock hydro mini-app
developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. It performs
a hydrodynamics stencil calculation using both MPI and OpenMP
to achieve parallelism. Among other features, LULESH stresses
compiler vectorization, OpenMP overheads, and on node parallelism. Hence, we use LULESH to study and find compiler flags that
improve the execution time for single-node runs.

Success Metrics

A high-fidelity adaptive sampling strategy is expected to recover
most of the optimal configurations while observing the least number
of training samples. In a typical scenario, this is measured by the
accuracy of the semi-supervised learning approach. However, such
an evaluation is not applicable here since we are not interested in
recovering the low-performing configurations, and thus are not
trying to generate a methodology that predicts well for the entire
parameter space. As a result, we adopt the following metrics:

Hypre. Hypre [12] is a parallel linear solver library used in many
production applications. It supports many solvers and smoothers,
characterized by varying performance and scaling properties. new_ij
is a test program that allows evaluation of these different options. In
this work, we autotune these options and their associated parameters for solving the Laplacian test problem. Laplacian is a 3D Laplace
problem discretized using a 27-point finite difference stencil.
Kripke. Kripke is a proxy application for a production transport
code for particle physics [21]. In order to enable exploration of novel
architectures, it provides several input parameters that change the
data structures and code flow, but do not impact the science output.
In addition, it can be parallelized using OpenMP. We autotune
all these parameters to optimize execution time as well as energy
consumption in the presence of a tunable, hardware-enforced power
bound.

1. Percentile score of ∆ℓ (PSD-L). This measures how many samples have been added below the initial tolerance threshold ∆ℓ . A
good sampling strategy is expected to add a large number of configurations with performance metric yi lower than the initial threshold
∆ℓ and thus lower the cost of sample collection. We measure PSDL in the bootstrap set B during every iteration, and expect it to
increase in every iteration.
2. Percentile score of ∆h (PSD-H). Like ∆ℓ , let us define ∆h to
be the threshold beyond which a configuration is qualified as a
low-performing configuration. PSD-H measures how many samples are added above the threshold ∆h . We expect a good strategy
to minimize the inclusion of low-performing configurations, and
consequently, we also expect it to increase in every iteration.

RAJA policies. RAJA [17] is an abstraction layer for defining looping regions of code that enables developers to easily modify the
underlying implementation of different loops without having to
rewrite their code. Instead of explicitly writing loops, developers
use RAJA to define the body of a loop and its associated “policy”,
which describes the loop iteration space, the runtime framework
for executing it (e.g., sequential or SIMD), and the desired loop
iteration order. We autotune parameters of the RAJA loop policies
for six different loops in Kripke to optimize overall execution time.
Table 1 summarizes the test cases we use in this paper. Each of
these scenarios is discussed in detail in Section 5.

3. Best Performing Configuration (BPC). A more straightforward metric is to track the best-performing configuration in the
bootstrap set in each iteration of the sampling process. We expect
an effective algorithm to identify a high-performing configuration
within a few iterations of bootstrapping. In particular, we also expect this best performance to be close to the global optimum in the
parameter space, if not the best.

4

Benchmarks and Parameter Sources

We use a combination of benchmarks and multiple sources of parameters to create a diverse set of scenarios. In particular, we perform
autotuning for compiler flags, application-specific parameters, and
runtime options (e.g. OpenMP thread count, power cap).

4.2

EVALUATION SETUP AND DATASETS

Distribution of Observed Performance

Figure 3 presents the distribution of the observed performance
for different datasets summarized in Table 1. We present these
distributions in order to develop familiarity with the search space
over which autotuning is being carried out. Note that GEIST, in
general and for the results shown in Section 5, does not use any
prior knowledge of performance distribution over the search space.

In order to evaluate the proposed adaptive sampling approach,
GEIST, and compare it with existing approaches, we autotune different types of parameters for optimizing performance metrics such
as the execution time and the total energy consumed, of different
benchmark applications.
5
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Application

Metric

Parameter type(s)

Parameters

Parameter space

LULESH
OpenAtom
Hypre
Kripke
Kripke
RAJA

Runtime
Runtime
Runtime
Runtime
Energy
Runtime

Compiler flags
Decomposition
Solver
Application
Application, system
Loop policy

-ipo, -fbuiltin, -unroll, -inline-level, -falign-functions etc.
#chares for electronic states, density, FFT, pair calculation, etc.
solver, smoother, coarsening scheme, interpolation operator
nesting order, group set, direction set, #OpenMP threads
power cap and all of above
6 loops: sequential, thread-parallel, nested parallelism strategy

4,800 - 25,920
8,928
4,580 - 25,198
1,600
17,815
18,000

100
0

1

2

3
4
5
Execution time (s)

6

100
0

100

101
102
Execution time (s)

(d) Hypre runtime: choice of solver

103

4

6
8
10 12
Execution time (s)

14

(b) Lulesh: compiler flags

#configurations

#configurations

(a) OpenAtom: different decompositions

300
200
100
0

#configurations

200

200

60
40
20
0

101

102
Execution time (s)

103
102
101
100

0

20

40
60
80
Execution time (s)

100

(c) RAJA: loop parallelization policies

#configurations

300

#configurations

#configurations

Table 1: Parameter space and performance metric for the use cases explored.
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(e) Kripke runtime: application parameters

750
500
250
0

103

104
105
Energy (Joules)

106

(f) Kripke energy: several sources

Figure 3: Examples of distribution of performing metrics to be optimized for various applications due to different sources of
parameters. Note the log-scale on the x-axis in the second row due to the large range of the metric.

4.3

The evaluation cases that we present in this paper, and other
datasets that we have studied, can be broadly divided into three categories. The first category of cases consists of many high-performing
configurations. For example, execution times of OpenAtom and
LULESH (Figures 3a,3b) over their corresponding parameter spaces
exhibit heavily loaded bins on the left. It is interesting to note that,
while the performance distribution for OpenAtom shows a single
mode at lower execution times, LULESH exhibits a more complex
distribution with multiple modes, but still contains strong modes at
the bins to the left. For such distributions, it is relatively easy to find
a few high-performing configurations because of their abundance.
The second category of cases includes those with few samples
close to best performance, followed by bins with higher occupancy,
often containing configurations with moderately high performance.
Results obtained for Hypre and Kripke (Figures 3d, 3e, 3f) are examples of such distributions (note the log-scale on the x-axis). For such
scenarios, while finding a few good configurations is easy, identifying the configurations with the highest performance is hard.
The last category is comprised of datasets that are heavily distributed to the right, i.e. they exhibit very few high-performing
configurations and most of the configurations provide poor performance. Among our datasets, autotuning of RAJA policies, shown in
Figure 3c, is one such scenario. This category is the most challenging in terms of finding high and/or good performing configurations.

Evaluation Methodology

We evaluate the effectiveness of GEIST using the percentile scores
of ∆ℓ (PSD-L) and ∆h (PSD-H) and best-performing configuration
(BPC) metrics described in Section 3.6, and compare against several
other approaches (Section 4.4). In order to obtain these metrics, the
same input is provided to all methods: a benchmark with a list of
parameters and the values each of these parameters can take.
Each method is allowed to query an oracle with a list of configurations (samples) iteratively, for which the oracle provides the
experimental value for the metric being optimized. The metric is
obtained by conducting a real-world experiment for the given configuration. In our evaluation, for efficiency reasons and for reducing
the effect of external factors, we pre-run all configurations and store
the information. The oracle simply reads the metric values for the
configurations requested by the method from this key-value store.
The performance metric values are always stored in a form where
lower values are preferred.
4.3.1 Hyper-parameter Selection. All the adaptive sampling methods used in our evaluation, including GEIST, require the selection of
four hyper-parameters: size of the initial sample set N 0 , the thresholds on the performance metric for classifying a configuration as
high-performing ∆ℓ and low-performing ∆h , and the number of
samples to be added incrementally in each iteration N + .
In order to ensure statistical stability of the results, N 0 cannot be
very small; hence for each dataset and method, we set N 0 ∼ 90 configurations. For similar reasons, we set N + ∼ 50 for all cases, except
6
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2.0%
(96)

4.1%
(196)
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2.72
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Bootstrapped Sample Size

10.3%
(496)

Figure 4: LULESH: GEIST finds 2.6× the number of high-performing configurations in comparison to other methods. CCA is
best in avoiding low-performing samples. All methods quickly find configurations close to the global optimum (within 1%).
Kripke for which N + = 16 because that dataset is relatively small.
The choice of ∆ℓ can depend on the type of application, parameters
being tuned, and size of the parameter space. One would prefer
to have a very low ∆ℓ if the parameter space is large, or if one
desires to aggressively search for only the very best configuration.
However, it is prudent to set ∆ℓ and N + in a way that facilitates
the models built for a dataset to provide enough samples for iteratively populating the configuration query list to the oracle. In
order to avoid any bias towards a method or from past experience
with the benchmarks, we choose ∆ℓ to be the 5th percentile of the
performance metrics from the initial sample set S0 for all datasets.
The choice of ∆h does not impact the sampling method and is
used for evaluation purpose only. We set it to be the 90th percentile
in the initial set, and measure how many extremely slow configurations, and hence experiments, can a method avoid. Finally, the
number of iterations, which in practice should be determined by the
number of experiments that can be run and the trend in the results
obtained, is set to 8 for all methods; we intend to study the trends
observed for different datasets and methods across iterations.

4.4

we choose N + nearest neighbors to the current best configuration
and add them to the bootstrap set.
4. Expert Choice: We include performance against a manually determined near-optimal configuration by an expert practitioner.
5. Exhaustive Search (Oracle): In order to get a sense of how well
we are able to find the optimal configuration(s), we also compare
our method against the best performance that can be obtained on
an application, that is found using an exhaustive search.

5

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate and compare GEIST with other methods
described in Section 4.4 on the benchmark datasets in Table 1. For
each dataset, we perform 50 adaptive sampling experiments for
every method, and report the observed mean and standard deviation
for each of the metrics. For all methods and data sets, the same set
of 50 random seeds was used for generating the initial sample sets.

5.1

Compiler Flags for LULESH

Users often rely on the default choice of flags enabled by the -O3 flag
to obtain the best performance that can be provided by a compiler.
However, it has been shown that the default options enabled by
-O3 may not be best-suited for every application, and performance
can be gained by tuning the individual flags [7].
We autotune the compiler flags for LULESH as our first use case.
Because we want to compare the best-performing configuration
obtained by various methods with the exhaustive best, we limit our
exploration to 9-10 compiler flags, so that exhaustive collection of
data is possible. Some of the flags used are listed in Table 1. The
runtime obtained with the -O3 flag is 6.02 seconds.
Figure 4 compares the results obtained for autotuning using
GEIST and other competing methods. The initial sample size for
these experiments was 96, and 50 samples were added in every
iteration. We observe that GEIST finds significantly more (∼ 2.6×)
high-performing configurations in comparison to other methods.
GEIST also outperforms random selection and Gaussian Process
based sampling in avoiding low-performing configurations, but
CCA outperforms GEIST in that metric. All methods quickly find
configurations close to the global optimum, which is not far away
from the best configuration in the initial random sample set. This
result can be explained by the distribution presented in Figure 3b,
which shows that several high-performing configurations exist.

Competing Methods

We now briefly describe the other configuration selection methods
that we use for comparison in our experiments.
1. Random Selection: This is the simplest of all sampling strategies,
where we add a random set of N + samples in each iteration to the
bootstrap set. While random sampling is expected to have a large
variance, it can be particularly poor at finding good configurations
using only a limited number of samples.
2. Gaussian Process-based Adaptive Sampling: This is a common sampling technique in UQ (Uncertainty Quantification) applications,
where the samples to be added to the training set are chosen based
on both the expected metric value and the prediction uncertainty
from a Gaussian Process regressor. The intuition here is that predictions with a large variance lie in regions of high uncertainty.
Hence, in each iteration, we add samples that are predicted to be
high performing, as well as the ones with large variance, to improve
the model in the subsequent iterations.
3. CCA based Neighborhood Selection: Similar to the approach in
[13], we utilize canonical correlation analysis to learn a mapping
V such that VT X is maximally correlated with the performance
metric y, using the samples in the bootstrap set. In each iteration,
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Figure 5: OpenAtom: GEIST discovers significantly higher number of high-performing configurations, and avoids lowperforming configurations in comparison to other methods. GEIST and Gaussian Process are able to find configurations that
perform close to the optimum (within 3% of the global best) using only 189 observations (90 initial + 50 each in 2 iterations).
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Figure 6: Hypre: GEIST finds near-optimal configuration using only 341 samples (91 initial + 50 each in 5 iterations). These
configurations are 5.6% and 9% faster than those found by Gaussian Process and CCA, respectively, using 341 samples.
Nonetheless, the best-performing configuration obtained from all
methods is significantly (2.2×) faster than the typical default of -O3.
We also performed similar experiments with three other sets of
compiler flags for parameter space sizes up to 25,920. For all scenarios, we obtained data distributions and autotuning results similar
to those presented above. However, the global best performance
obtained heavily depends on the compiler flags being explored and
ranges from 2.72s to 5.92s. Nonetheless, all methods are able to find
configurations that perform close to the optimum, and GEIST finds
significantly more high-performing configurations.

5.2

the minimum number of samples (189) to find these configurations,
while random selection performs the worst and needs 389 samples.

5.3

Solver Selection for Hypre

The new_ij benchmark of the hypre suite allows the use of four
parameters: solver, smoother, coarsening scheme, and interpolation
operator, which can create a parameter space of size 4, 580. By also
modifying the power bounds, this parameter space increases to up
to 25, 198. We autotuned parameters with and without including
different power bounds, and achieved similar results for both, so
henceforth we discuss the results without power bounds only.
Figure 6 shows that, except random selection, all other methods
are able to find many high-performing configurations. However,
only GEIST is able to iteratively improve the performance of configurations found, thus determining configurations within 3% of the
global best. These configurations found by GEIST are 5.6% and 9%
better than the best configurations found by the next best methods,
Gaussian Process and CCA, respectively. Moreover, it only takes
341 samples for GEIST to find the near-optimal configurations.
GEIST is able to outperform other methods for hypre because it
is able to identify the very few high-performing configurations that
are in the left-most bins of Figure 3d. While other methods are able
to only find the good configurations from heavily occupied bins,
GEIST is able effectively to explore the neighborhoods of those
configurations and find the near-optimal configurations.

Decomposition Selection for OpenAtom

In OpenAtom, users can decompose different tasks into different
numbers of work units. This flexibility leads to a large parameter
space, in which each configuration can take several minutes to execute. For the science problem simulated in this paper (32 molecules
of Water on 128 nodes of a Blue Gene/Q [18]), an expert user would
choose a configuration that takes 1.6 seconds per step.
Figure 5 shows that, similar to LULESH, GEIST identifies significantly higher (4×) number of high-performing configurations in
comparison to the other methods. Unlike other methods, GEIST also
successfully avoids exploring low-performing configurations. However, like LULESH, the dataset of OpenAtom tested by us contains
many high-performing configurations (Figure 3a) and hence most
methods are able to quickly find near-optimal (within 3% of the
global best of 1.24 s) configurations in 2 to 3 iterations of adaptive
sampling. Gaussian Process based sampling and GEIST requires
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Figure 7: Kripke time: GEIST outperforms all other methods and finds configurations that are within 19% and 10% of global
best using 144 and 208 samples. The next best method is random selection which is 30% and 26% slower than the global best for
these sample counts. Note that due to the small size of this dataset, only 16 samples are added in each iteration.
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Figure 8: Kripke energy: GEIST is significantly better at finding low-energy configurations, avoiding very high-energy configurations, and finds configurations that consume ∼ 9% lower energy than configurations found by other methods.

5.4

Kripke: Time and Energy Optimization

avoiding high-energy configurations. For any given iteration or
sample count, GEIST finds best configurations that consume ∼ 9%
lesser energy than best configurations discovered by other methods.
The best configuration found by GEIST is within 4% of the global
optimum of 2,533 Joules and needs only 2.5%(339) samples of the
total parameter space.
Like hypre, we believe that GEIST is able to improve upon other
methods for finding the best-performing configurations because
of the distribution of Kripke datasets (Figures 3e and 3f). GEIST
uses the parameter graph neighborhood relations to explore the
neighborhoods of high-performing configurations and find the few
near-optimal configurations in the left-most bins.

In order to explore different architectural features and provide
performance portability, Kripke provides several application-level
options to change the code control flow without changing the science performed. Table 1 list these options: different orderings for
executing compute kernels, number of group and energy sets to
overlap computation and communication, and the OpenMP thread
count. We explore this space to find configurations with minimum
runtime. Additionally, by enabling power capping, we also search
for configurations that minimize total energy consumption of the
execution. An expert user’s choice in this benchmark would have
been to manually test for each loop ordering with a few group/energy sets, and optimize for energy at 2nd -3r d highest power level.
This would have resulted in the execution time of 15.2 seconds and
energy consumption of 4,742 Joules.
Figure 7 shows that GEIST outperforms all other methods comprehensively in finding configurations with low execution time,
and is also better at avoiding configurations with high execution
time. GEIST finds configurations that are within 19% and 10% of the
globally optimal configuration of 8.43s using only 144 and 208 samples, respectively. These runtimes are significantly better than the
runtimes obtained using random selection (27%), Gaussian Process
(48%), and CCA (59%) methods, with a total sample size of 208.
Similar results are obtained for optimizing energy consumption,
as shown in Figure 8. GEIST finds significantly higher numbers
of low-energy configurations (6×) and is also the best method for

5.5

Selecting RAJA policies

Six different RAJA loops were used in our benchmark, five of which
are nested loops with three to five nesting levels. The underlying
loop policies for each of these loops can be chosen at runtime, and
includes options to execute sequentially or with thread parallelism
and to select the nesting level to invoke a parallel OpenMP region.
Since different loop policies populate processor caches differently,
we cannot tune loops independently and must explore the combined
space of all policies and loops. An expert user would use OpenMP
at the outermost level and obtain 57.2s runtime.
Figure 9 compares the quality of configurations discovered by
GEIST with other methods. With increasing iteration count and
samples, we find that GEIST progressively gets better at selecting
high-performing configurations while all other methods exhibit
9
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Figure 9: RAJA policy: For this heavily skewed dataset, GEIST is the only method that identifies configurations close to the
global optimum. Configurations obtained using GEIST are 2.4× and 2× slower than the global optimum using 290 and 490
samples respectively, while the second best method (Gaussian Process) finds configurations that are 6.5× and 5.22× slower.
Table 2: Results summary. Units: runtime - seconds, energy - Joules. Collection cost includes compilation and runtime.
Application/
Metric

Parameter space
size (collection cost)

Exhaustive
best perf.

Expert
best perf

Competition best
perf (%high confs)

GEIST best
perf (%high confs)

#samples used
(collection cost)

Lulesh/Runtime
OpenAtom/Runtime
Hypre/Runtime
Kripke/Runtime
Kripke/Energy
RAJA/Runtime

4,800 (19.9 hrs)
8,928 (111.6 hrs)
4,580 (24.9 hrs)
1,600 (38.9 hrs)
17,815 (321K J)
18,000 (444 hrs)

2.72
1.24
3.40
8.43
2533
2.43

6.02 (-O3)
1.6 (symmetric decomposition)
Unknown
15.2 (few sets and threads)
4742 (2nd -3r d highest power)
57.28 (all OpenMP)

CCA - 2.74 (9)
GP - 1.25 (10)
GP - 3.70 (9)
Rand - 10.6 (5)
CCA - 2906 (7)
GP - 12.6 (7)

2.73 (24)
1.26 (39)
3.51 (11)
9.27 (17)
2652 (43)
4.61 (28)

246 (1.4 hrs)
189 (2.4 hrs)
341 (1.6 hrs)
208 (4 hrs)
339 (1836 J)
390 (8.6 hrs)

marginal improvement. Similar trends are observed for selection of
low-performing configurations, wherein GEIST progressively gets
better at avoiding low-performing configurations.
Figure 9 also shows that the best configurations discovered by
GEIST are ∼ 2.7× faster than the best configurations found using other methods. GEIST produces configurations that are 2.4×
and 2× slower than the global optimal of 2.43s using only 290
and 490 samples respectively. In contrast, the second best method
(Gaussian Process) can only identify configurations that are 6.5×
and 5.22× slower for these sample counts. These results highlight
that when the distribution is heavily skewed to the left (Figure 3c),
GEIST is significantly better than known methods in finding highperforming neighborhoods and best configurations within those
neighborhoods. In summary, regardless of the inherent distribution
of the performance metric in their corresponding parameter spaces,
GEIST produces near-optimal configurations for all benchmarks
while consistently outperforming all competing methods.

6

An in-depth look at the optimal configurations selected revealed
that often times, the configurations that provide the best performance are not intuitive, nor are they well-known to expert users.
For example, in OpenAtom, the expert users tend to pick symmetric
decompositions for multi-dimensional physical entities. However,
significantly better performance is obtained using asymmetric decompositions (1.6s vs 1.26s). Similarly, for RAJA policies, experienced users expect OpenMP loop at outermost levels to work well,
but we find that a complex combination of loop levels provides significantly better performance (57.28s vs 4.61s). Nonetheless, despite
being unaware of the domain or parameter types, GEIST is able to
find high-performing configurations after few sampling iterations.
Finally, our study suggests that the difference between highperforming configurations chosen by GEIST and other methods
increases as the distributions of performance metrics move to the
right; i.e., when fewer high-performing configurations are available,
GEIST is able to find them, but other methods do not. This is inherent in the design of GEIST, which uses sampling to intelligently
avoid large parameter spaces with under-performing samples.
In conclusion, we have presented and shown that an adaptive
sampling strategy that is able to exploit neighborhood relationships
among configurations in the parameter space is very good at finding
near-optimal configurations with few samples. We hope that this
scheme, which does not require information about the domain,
metric distribution, or user input, will help the HPC community
autotune its codes using minimal resources.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Table 2 summarizes the evaluation results presented in this paper.
Broadly speaking, we see that for all test cases, GEIST is able to
find high-performing configurations that are closer to the global
optimum with fewer samples in comparison to other methods. The
method which is second best to GEIST varies with the dataset
being tuned. Furthermore, because GEIST quickly finds more highperforming configurations than other methods, each training iteration becomes progressively cheaper to sample than the previous,
thus speeding up the process towards convergence.
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